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Boris has been working on the sea for more than 20 years. He started sailing, fishing and cooking since young age. His father

was a sailor and a fisherman, through time he found his place on private yachts. He has a tremendous experience in luxury

charter business from yacht transfers, assistance, after sail assistance, maintenance on short term contracts in Croatia, Italy,

Monaco, France and Greece. Master and Assistant on various vessels such as Ferretti, Sunseeker, Mochi, Cranchi, Azimut,

Aicon, Benetti, Beneteau, Jeanneau, and many others. Boris enjoys working with international clients and crew, extremely

knowledgeable about the Adriatic from Venice to Greece (islands, beaches, cities, ports, culture, history, etc.). He speaks

English fluently.

Captain BORIS RODIN

Nationality Croatian Languages English
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Engineer IRVIN DAJIC

Natiaonality Croatian Languages English, Italian, German

Since the young age Irvin is passionate about the marine world and all the technical aspects of yachts. Irvin is enthusiastic, self-
motivated, reliable, responsible, water friendly and hardworking person. He has already gathered a good amount of 
experiences on-board sailing vessels and is keen on perfecting his knowledge on-board SEVENTH SENSE. Irvin speaks: Croatian, 
English, Italian, German
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Nationality Ukranian Languages English, Ukranian

Since the moment Volodymyr has arrived to SEVENTH SENSE, he has been receiving only amazing feedback: from the owners 

who have a demand for high quality cuisine to our valued guests, who have been travelling the world tasting amazing food! 

They all applaud our new chef Volodymyr is master in every cuisine he is asked to prepare: whether it is Japanese, 

Mediterranean, Italian, French. He has also worked in numerous restaurants (including a molecule kitchen) and private homes. 

His character is no less impressive, he is versatile and at the same time incredibly punctual and professional.

Chef VOLODYMYR AVYSHNEVSYI
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Deckhand IVAN PAVISIC

Natiaonality Croatian Languages English

Ivan brings with him an extensive experience having worked around the boats in various roles. Just before joining SEVENTH 
SENSE, he worked at the shipping school where he taught youngster sailing. His smile and his friendly and professional attitude 
will make the most demanding charterer feel at ease and safe. Neven loves water sports and is always ready to help out the 
guests with the water toys. 

Nationality Ukranian Languages English, Ukranian

Born in Ukraine, Maryna started her career on yachts right after university in 2007. Her first experiences let her with a deep 

motivation to develop her skills that would allow her to become Chief stewardess in the yachting industry. Maryna worked on 

private and charter motor yachts such as ILLUSION (55m), SEVA (42m) and ELEGANT (78m). From Greece, to France and Spain, 

she experienced and sailed through the all Mediterranean. Maryna has genuine human skills and loves to make people feel at 

ease. By her side, guests on-board SEVENTH SENSE will instinctively feel at home.

Chief Stewardess MARYNA  VAKARASH
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Stewardess INNA IVANOVA

Nationality Ukranian Languages English, Ukranian

Before starting a career in the yachting industry, Inna qualified as a English and German teacher in Ukraine. She is extremely 
good at languages and also Russian. She entered the yachting industry 7 years ago and her great skills rapidly become 
indispensable on private and charter yachts from 38m to 78m. Boats she worked on are ILLUSION, ELEGANT and MAISHA. Inna 
uses her great taste and interior design skills to make the boats welcoming and impeccable for the guests. When she is ashore, 
Inna enjoys discovering new places and travelling.
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